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Installation at a gradient 
 

1. Use the right personal protective equipment.  

2. You will need: an adhesive spreader, a box cutter, gloves and a waste bin or garbage bag. 

3. Please make sure that you work as cleanly as possible during the entire process, to prevent the plant from 

spreading. Do not forget to clean your shoes, tools, machines and the machines’ tyres. 

4. Measure the length and width of the affected area and mark its outer perimeter using e.g. stakes. Keep an extra 

margin of no less than 2 m from the nearest plant to be absolutely safe. 

5. Remove any rocks and other larger sharp objects that you see lying on the surface, to prevent damaging the  

fabric.  

6. Mow the entire area. No parts of the plant must be allowed to fly off. 

7. Make certain that all parts of the plant are cut off at ground level.  

8. Flail the soil to a depth of 10 to 15 cm, so that mowed stems are no longer upright. These could damage the fabric 

at a later stage.  

9. Check again for any sharp objects that have come to the surface, to protect the fabric and keep it from tearing.  

10. After the mowing and flailing, dig trenches of c. 1 meter deep to the sides of the marked area. The excavated soil 

may later be reused to fill up the trench. 

11. Dig two more trenches of c. 1 m deep at the top and at the bottom of the incline. They will serve to secure the 

fabric and the optional RootBarrier® Erosion Mat. 

12. Now unroll the Platinium over the entire sloping area. Allow an extra meter on the two sides, top and bottom. The 

overlap required depends on the method of seaming. There are several alternative ways to glue the seams.  

13. After the sections have been joined together, the extra meter of fabric on the outer perimeter must be folded into 

the trenches. Avoid cutting, corners are to be folded in. 

14. Unroll the (optional) RootBarrier® Erosion Mat. Do not use pins, as they would damage the Platinium fabric. Take 

care that the mats fit together as tightly as possible. 

15. Next, cover the entire surface with at least 25 cm of clean soil and refill the trenches, taking care that the fabric 

hangs down as straight as possible.  

16. The clean soil provides counterpressure against an initial upward push from the plant. It also shields the plant 

from UV light, weakening it over time. 

17. As a final step, we advise sowing grass. Grass roots fasten onto the surface of the Platinium fabric, reducing any 

risk of erosion.  
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